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Alexander's Nursing Practice - E-Book
2024-04-04

alexander s nursing practice is the most comprehensive textbook available for undergraduate
nursing students today this resource will prepare students for their future role as healthcare
professionals in a variety of settings it covers all the basics of nursing including care of patients
with common disorders core nursing issues like medicines management and infection
prevention and control and how to nurse specific patient groups the sixth edition has been fully
updated to incorporate the latest evidence policies and registration requirements and reflects
the transformative changes currently occurring in healthcare policies procedures and
technologies with a host of features to enhance the learning and teaching experience this book
will make a significant contribution to preparing compassionate nurses who will deliver patient
centred high quality and holistic care key features designed to help the reader navigate the
demands of the latest nmc educational requirements expert team of contributors led by
renowned editor ian peate obe frcn fully updated with the latest evidence and trends
incorporates the latest practice guidelines research findings and clinical standards relevant to
the nursing field addresses the role of nurses in primary care settings general practice nursing
responsibilities chronic disease management health screening and the delivery of integrated
patient centred care within the uk primary care landscape richly illustrated throughout to
reinforce key concepts demonstrate clinical procedures and engage students in active learning
includes a wide range of helpful learning features including case studies and critical thinking
exercises helps the reader to analyse complex situations make evidence based decisions and
communicate effectively with patients and healthcare team members pedagogical features to
help students navigate the textbook organise their learning and review key concepts efficiently
supplemented with online material including mcqs image bank critical thinking questions extra
online material supplementary text website figure references and extra online images

The Manner of Action
2015

practicing music by design historic virtuosi on peak performance explores pedagogical practices
for achieving expert skill in performance it is an account of the relationship between historic
practices and modern research examining the defining characteristics and applications of eight
common components of practice from the perspectives of performing artists master teachers
and scientists the author presents research past and present designed to help musicians
understand the abstract principles behind the concepts after studying practicing music by
design students and performers will be able to identify areas in their practice that prevent them
from developing the tenets articulated here are universal not instrument specific borne of
modern research and the methods of legendary virtuosi and teachers those figures discussed
include luminaries franz liszt and frederic chopin renowned performers anton rubinstein mark
hambourg ignace paderewski and sergei rachmaninoff extraordinary teachers theodor
leschetizky rafael joseffy leopold auer carl flesch and ivan galamian lesser known musicians who
wrote perceptively on the subject such as violinists frank thistleton rowsby woof achille rivarde
and sydney robjohns practicing music by design forges old with new connections between
research and practice outlining the practice practices of some of the most virtuosic concert
performers in history while ultimately addressing the question how does all this work to make
for better musicians and artists

Practicing Music by Design
2019-06-14

this text focuses on grand strategy and military strategy as practiced over an extended period of
time and under very different circumstances from the campaigns of alexander the great to
insurgencies and counter insurgencies in present day afghanistan and iraq



The Practice of Strategy
2011

many christians long to know god more deeply but find themselves limited by old
understandings and ways of knowing practicing the presence of jesus rediscovers the centuries
of ignatian tradition of placing oneself into the gospel story to experience the presence of jesus
in a vital and real way each chapter explores another angle to come to the stories while
remaining true to scripture readers will be led through a process of entering the stories
themselves so that they connect to jesus human and divine in the present reality of their daily
lives

Practicing the Presence of Jesus
2011-02-09

david moore draws on thirty years of teaching to bring fresh and practical insights into how the
alexander technique can contribute to a safer and more effective yoga practice with a wealth of
illustrations that support the clear precise explanations this book offers comprehensive advice in
modifying a yoga practice to take into account the huge variability in individual ranges of
movement moore includes techniques to accommodate limitations imposed by injuries structure
body type strength and flexibility smart yoga offers an explanation of the alexander technique s
approach to posture and movement suggestions for altering faulty breathing patterns and
information about how hatha yoga patanjali and buddhist insight practices relate to the
alexander technique

Smart Yoga
2017-06-06

thoughtful and accessible this guidebook unpacks the teaching process of the alexander
technique for new and more experienced practitioners by demonstrating the pathway from
learning the alexander technique for oneself to teaching it madden identifies the skill sets
required for excellence in teaching the alexander technique and shows readers how they can
acquire and develop these skills themselves observation communication and tactile skills are all
covered and particular attention is paid to group teaching which is neglected in current
literature this is combined with discussion of current research on education and neuroscience
enabling the reader to build a truly informed and effective practice featuring a variety of
examples and stories it will prove a valuable resource to any teacher of the alexander technique
both active and prospective and to practitioners of other modalities exploring ways to deepen
their practice

Teaching the Alexander Technique
2018-07-19

developing a habit of prayer is crucial to the christian life but many people find the process
confusing and intimidating in this 28 day workbook fr alexander goussetis breaks the process
down into accessible baby steps with each day s exercise you will practice and journal about a
new aspect of prayer gradually incorporating each one into a sustainable daily prayer rule that is
customized for you

Practicing Prayer
2021-02-25

the most comprehensive uk adult nursing core text now in its fourth edition for the next



generation of nurses this best selling textbook has been fully revised by a team of experienced
nurses for nurses focusing on the issues that are important to them it provides a comprehensive
source of the knowledge and skills required for competent evidence based nursing practice high
quality nursing care is patient centred knowledgeable and based on the best available evidence
this book will help you to achieve that key nursing issues summarise each chapter and enable
you to check your understanding interactive reflection and evidence based practice boxes help
make links between theory and practice a reflection and learning feature in each chapter to help
you consider your learning and professional development and how you can use it to enhance
patient client care an exciting companion website including self test quiz questions with full
explanations with the answers critical thinking questions with outline answers full colour
photographs diagrams tables and care plans hyper linked references all the images from the
book

Alexander's Nursing Practice E-Book
2011-05-10

chapter 1 definition and outline overview the founding history of aro healing massages therapies
treatments governing bodies mission and company profile the role of massage the aro healing
technique the role of touch the aro touch technique aro reflex stimulation therapy what is aro
healing advantages of using aro health massages professional massages significance of aro
healing contents for chapter 2 whole medical systems influencing the body influencing the mind
history of massage massage therapy massage as a way of relieving stress different types of
massage therapies different types of massage and touch therapy techniques therapy discussion
aromatherapy essential oils 100 percent pure reflexology how does it work can reflexology do
any harm traditional thai foot massage do you do traditional thai foot massage possible
reactions contraindications acupressure acupressure is part of a traditional chinese system of
medicine whole medical systems in which category does it belong 3 categories conventional
medicine complementary and alternative medicine and whole medical systems whole medical
systems acupuncture the difference between acupuncture and acupressure acupuncture facts
ayurveda ayurveda mind and body type ayurvedic massage ayurvedic oils and medicines
traditional chinese medicine tcm chinese materia medica the diagnostic tools differ from those
of conventional medicine herbalism herbology phytotherapy anthropology of herbalism
naturopathy 6 principles form the basis of naturopathy natural treatment approaches
homeopathy regulation of homeopathic treatments side effects and risks aro healing revised
complimentary therapy arc aro technique products and product ranges oils used by aro healing
therapy discussions for chapter 2 aromatherapy is an ancient healing art which uses essential
oils reflexology an alternative medicine method traditional thai foot massage based on
traditional chinese massage of the feet acupressure an ancient chinese technique based on the
principles of acupuncture acupuncture an ancient chinese technique that works by releasing the
body s vital energy known as chi ayurveda in india ayurvedic medicine has complex formulas to
balance vata pitta or kapha traditional chinese medicine tcm uses a number of therapeutic
approaches such as acupuncture and moxibustion herbs and other natural products and
massage herbalism herbology phytotherapy the study and use of medicinal properties of plants
and plant extracts naturopathy ancient and modern therapies from other traditions homeopathy
a complete system of medical theory and practice aro healing revised complimentary therapy
arc aro healing aro healing massage therapy contents for chapter 3 aro technique products why
is an aro technique product different from other products what does cold pressed or first cold
compressed mean benefits of using aro technique products the role of aro technique products
and product ranges discussions from newsletters demonstrations and discussions at launches
and promotions the role of 100 percent pure aromatic essential oils the role of aromachology
and somatology aromachology and aromatherapy both promote the positive effects of fragrance
on mood how to use essential oils massage aromatherapy medical aromatherapy olfactory
aromatherapy and cosmetic aromatherapy the aro recipe specimen all aro technique products
and product ranges are trademarked the role of the website presence aro technique products
that can be ordered through aro healing s website aro healing com website products online shop
review permonlie anti wrinkle cream guide on available anti wrinkle products massage oils other



massage oils general information on facial massage nappy rash customer reviews definitions of
barrier cream usage key points how do i tr

ARO HEALING Touching Lives THEORIES, TECHNIQUES
and THERAPIES
2014-07-14

an educational method used to improve performance the alexander technique teaches people to
replace unnecessary muscular and mental effort with consciously coordinated responses
maximizing effectiveness while also relieving if necessary any chronic stiffness or stress the
book addresses common concerns such as concentration relaxation discipline specific
techniques warm ups performer audience relationships stage fright and critical responses in the
application of the techniques provided by publisher

Integrative Alexander Technique Practice for Performing
Artists
2014

anita hill angela harris lani guinier and others address a range of subjects on the legal status of
women of color in critical race feminism anita hill lani guinier regina austin patricia williams
emma coleman jordan anita hill s lawyer and over three dozen other women seek to ensure that
their perspectives on race power law and politics in america will never again be distorted or
ignored revealing how the historical experiences and contemporary realities of women of color
are profoundly influenced by a legacy of racism and sexism that is neither linear nor logical the
book offers a panoramic perspective on american women s lives illustrating how women of color
derive strength from oppression both a forceful statement and a platform the volume addresses
an ambitious range of subjects from life in the workplace motherhood and parenting to sexual
harassment the o j simpson trial and criminal justice extending beyond national borders it also
takes on such global issues as female genital mutilation with sensitivity and eloquence in a
foreword that discusses relations between black women and men in the wake of the million man
march derrick bell argues that there is a singular focus and thus a unique power in critical race
feminism that makes this anthology relevant for women and men of all colors

Critical Race Feminism
1997-03

this title is now available under isbn 9780702031526 the most comprehensive uk adult nursing
core text now in its fourth edition for the next generation of nurses this best selling textbook has
been fully revised by a team of experienced nurses for nurses focusing on the issues that are
important to them it provides a comprehensive source of the knowledge and skills required for
competent evidence based nursing practice high quality nursing care is patient centred
knowledgeable and based on the best available evidence this book will help you to achieve that
printed book plus pageburstt access you will receive a printed book and access to the complete
book content electronically pageburstt enhances learning by not only bringing world class
content to your fingertips but also letting you add to it annotate it and categorize it all in a way
that suits you pageburstt frees you to spend more time learning and less time searching

Alexander's Nursing Practice
2011

legal ethics should be far more than a set of rules on professional responsibility they can serve
as a means for changing power relations empowering the disenfranchised and advocating



progressive social change lawyers ethics and the pursuit of social justice broadens the
discussion on legal ethics by first introducing the historical and theoretical background and then
connecting it to real world issues while addressing lawyers ethical obligations to work for social
justice the reader features differing critical approaches and opens up new avenues of ethical
debate while the literature included is diverse and interdisciplinary it shares a vision of legal
ethical inquiry as a means for changing power relations empowering the disenfranchised and
advocating progressive social change through a combination of provocative selections lively
writing concrete examples of cases and social movements and incisive editorial commentary
lawyers ethics and the pursuit of social justice defines the emergence of an exciting new field of
critical legal ethics scholarship

Lawyers' Ethics and the Pursuit of Social Justice
2005-08-22

focussing on distinct body practice from a range of different methods graeme lynn demonstrates
how to use the physical body to encourage general health and wellbeing starting with the
fundamental concepts of movement to more advanced practice this book will serve as a
comprehensive guide to developing the physical body to transform the quality of movement and
bring greater pleasure and effectiveness into every action specific lessons include the alexander
technique the feldenkrais method and hatha yoga describing the core benefits of these methods
why they complement each other and how to use them this is essential reading for students and
practitioners of somatic methods as well as anyone interested in learning new ways to optimise
health and wellbeing

Awakening Somatic Intelligence
2016-10-21

contributions by omar h ali simone r barrett tejai beulah sandra bolzenius carol fowler lacey p
hunter tiera c moore tedi a pascarella john portlock lauren t rorie tanya l roth marissa jackson
sow virginia l summey hettie v williams and melissa ziobro while black women s intellectual
history continues to grow as an important subfield in historical studies there remains a gap in
scholarship devoted to the topic to date major volumes on american intellectual history tend to
exclude the words ideas and contributions of these influential individuals a seat at the table
black women public intellectuals in us history and culture seeks to fill this void presenting essays
on african american women within the larger context of american intellectual history divided
into four parts the volume considers women in politics art government journalism media
education and the military essays feature prominent figures such as shirley chisholm oprah
winfrey journalist charlotta bass and anti abortion activist mildred fay jefferson as well as lesser
known individuals the anthology begins with a discussion of the founders in black women s
public intellectualism providing a framework for understanding the elements structure and
concerns central to their lives and work in the nineteenth century the second section focuses on
leaders in the black christian intellectual tradition the civil rights era and modern politics part
three examines black women in society and culture in the twentieth century with essays on such
topics as artists in the new negro era joycelyn elders a public servant and former surgeon
general and america s foremost black woman influencer oprah lastly part four concerns black
women and their ideas about public service particularly military service with essays on service
members during world war ii and the post wwii military taken as a whole a seat at the table is an
important anthology that helps to establish the validity and existence of heretofore neglected
intellectual traditions in the public square

A Seat at the Table
2023-09-11

for more than 65 years alexander s care of the patient in surgery has been a trusted source for



detailed information on perioperative nursing well known author and educator jane c rothrock
sets up a solid foundation for practice and offers step by step instructions for over 400 surgical
interventions as well as many minimally invasive surgical procedures all backed by the latest
research more than 1 000 full color illustrations and photos depict procedures and methods as
well as surgical anatomy and instrumentation this edition adds rapid response team boxes with
suggested interventions plus coverage of new trends in patient and staff safety the increase in
interventional radiology and the growth of outpatient ambulatory surgery alexander s gives you
the tools you need to provide safe cost effective high quality patient care

Alexander's Care of the Patient in Surgery - E-Book
2010-06-09

better than best practice offers a new way of thinking about classroom practice professional
development and improving teaching and learning this companion book and website together
offer a selection of rich and realistic video based case studies context and narrative step by step
guidance through key issues and commentary and debate from a range of expert contributors
carefully chosen video clips from primary school literacy lessons show real teachers in a variety
of often knotty situations classroom conversations that take unexpected turns grappling with
assessment managing disagreements to name a few the book explores the educational potential
of classroom talk and in particular the promise and problems of dialogic pedagogy with an
emphasis on the complexity and messiness of teaching better than best practice considers how
to learn from observing and discussing practice in order to develop professional judgment it
offers practical advice on how to organise and facilitate video based professional development in
which teachers share their practice with colleagues in order to learn from one another s
challenges problems dilemmas and breakthroughs this exciting new resource argues that critical
discussions of practice which highlight dilemmas instead of prescribing solutions help to develop
and support thoughtful flexible and insightful practitioners an approach that is better than best
practice

Bench and Bar of the Commonwealth of Massachusetts
1895

the complete 3 book historical christian fiction series by the new york times bestselling author of
redeeming love and the masterpiece travel to first century rome in this classic series and
discover what has inspired millions of readers worldwide this collection bundles all three titles
from the mark of the lion series into one volume a voice in the wind the first book in the trilogy
introduces readers to hadassah a young jewish girl captured and sold into slavery but still
holding firm to her faith in god though torn by her love for a handsome aristocrat hadassah
becomes a shining beacon of light in the darkness and depravity around her in an echo in the
darkness marcus a wealthy roman aristocrat touched by hadassah s sincere belief begins to
wonder if there s more to this life as he continues to search for meaning and faith he is led by a
whispering voice from the past that could set him free from the darkness of his soul the trilogy
concludes with as sure as the dawn which follows atretes the high chief of a germanic tribe who
fought as a gladiator and won his freedom as atretes sets out to return home with his infant son
only one thing stands in his way rizpah a christian widow who has cared for the baby since his
birth all three books in this latest collection include a preface from francine rivers and discussion
questions suitable for personal and group use francine rivers puts readers right into the history
of the moment romantic times francine rivers without a doubt is one of the finest storytellers of
our generation no one reading her books will ever be the same again debbie macomber new
york times bestselling author as we watch hadassah and atretes struggle through first century
trials we learn how to handle similar situations in the twenty first century the costumes may
vary but our lord does not change angela hunt francine redefined christian fiction honest
unflinching powerful life changing demonstrating why storytelling is the most effective way to
communicate god s truth every christian novelist writing today owes a debt of gratitude to
francine rivers for lighting the way liz curtis higgs francine rivers writes from her heart to touch



the hearts of her readers her books are essential reading for all who love christian fiction bodie
thoene

Better than Best Practice
2013-11-12

first story in the cordova royal family trilogy princess anastasia elisia marquenda of cordova is
horrified when she is told that despite a decade long betrothal her wedding date to the arrogant
womanizing domineering prince erik marcus phillips of montbain is three weeks in the future she
decides that she should have a little freedom as well escaping from her gilded cage for only a
few hours to purchase a cup of coffee is exciting and when she runs into the most handsome
man she s ever met in her life it only gets better freedom and love can be quite addictive but
what to do about the engagement to a man she loathes versus the man she s fallen in love with

Mark of the Lion Gift Collection
2012-09-14

although deconstruction has become a popular catchword as an intellectual movement it has
never entirely caught on within the university for some in the academy deconstruction and
jacques derrida in particular are responsible for the demise of accountability in the study of
literature countering these facile dismissals of derrida and deconstruction herman rapaport
explores the incoherence that has plagued critical theory since the 1960s and the resulting
legitimacy crisis in the humanities against the backdrop of a rich informed discussion of derrida
s writings and how they have been misconstrued by critics and admirers alike the theory mess
investigates the vicissitudes of anglo american criticism over the past thirty years and proposes
some possibilities for reform

Escaping A Royal Wedding
2009-09-10

sister circle black women and work is the end product of almost a decade s commitment made
to each other by a small group of interdisciplinary black and one white sister scholars at the
university of maryland in 1993

The Law Practice of Alexander Hamilton
1964

this book provides grammar exercises for students working with a teacher the book can be used
in any order depending on the personal needs of the students and the exercises are not
arranged in order of increasing difficulty but are marked with asterisks to indicate their relative
degree of difficulty

Sister Circle
2002

presenting the stories of zeus and europa theseus and ariadne the birth of athens and the fall of
troy in all their variants calasso also uncovers the distant origins of secrets and tragedy virginity
and rape a perfect work like no other calasso has re created the morning of our world gore vidal
15 engravings



The Coming Decade
1979

in its detailed interpretive reconsideration of adler s involvement with freud and psychoanalysis
in freud s shadow constitutes a seminal contribution to our historical understanding of the early
psychoanalytic movement making extensive use of the minutes of the vienna psycho analytic
society freud s correspondence and the diaries of lou andreas salome stepansky reconstructs
the ambience and reanalyzes the substance of the ongoing debates about adler s work within
the psychoanalytic discussion group one valuable by product of his undertaking then is a
compelling portrait of the early vienna psycho analytic society from the standpoint of the
sociology of small groups and more especially of freud s status as the group leader of the
society thoroughly researched meticulously documented and brilliantly written in freud s shadow
adler in context represents a watershed in the literature on adler frued and the history of
psychoanalysis it will be of major interest not only to psychoanalysts psychiatrists and
psychologists but to social scientists historians and lay readers interested in the politics of
scientific controversy the sociology of small groups and the relationship of psychology to
contemporary systems of belief

Longman English Grammar Practice
1990-01-01

arranged alphabetically from alice of dunk s ferry to jean childs young this volume profiles 312
black american women who have achieved national or international prominence

The American Music Teacher
1997

koogler s characters are earnest idiosyncratic and suspicious of hierarchy often bitingly funny
koogler s plays reveal larger truths about the economic and racial systems under which we all
live the yale review abe koogler writes darkly comedic plays about ordinary americans
confronting larger political and economic forces from small town residents grappling with
environmental change to slaughterhouse workers trying to retain their humanity although
grounded in realism koogler s plays often incorporate imaginary elements and heightened or
musical language creating moving and memorable works of art in his first play collection koogler
s work is brought together and introduced by the author offering an overview of his range in
style from the naturalistic to the absurd deep blue sound if anything links all of these people it is
an aching loneliness that they are trying to figure out what happened to orcas which are
remarkably social animals is among the nice touches that koogler has sneaked into his group
portrait new york times fulfillment center steeped in a luminous and illuminating empathy that
feels both uncommon and essential right now new york times aspen ideas a fast paced and
darkly comedic thriller about an annual conference of the famous and well connected held high
in the colorado mountains kill floor melancholy and moving a very closely and often quite
beautifully observed character study chicago tribune advance man ripe with experimental
language movement and absurdism a surprising comedy exploring what it means to be a
politically engaged american

The Marriage of Cadmus and Harmony
2013-10-30

this important and useful book offers a clear and comprehensive foundation for research
methods in industrial and organizational i o psychology the text provides readers with a key
understanding of the research theory and practice needed towards becoming a research
methods expert the use of trustworthy and rigorous research methods is foundational to



advancing the science of industrial and organizational psychology and its practice in the eld
understanding this the authors have paired straightforward plainly written explanations in a
conversational tone with illuminating diagrams and illustrations many descriptions are followed
by in depth demonstrations and examples from relevant software including spss r and even
excel when it s the best option available insightful and accessible the text covers the full gamut
of i o research methods from theory to practice and everywhere between paired with a detailed
instructor s manual this book serves as a gentle but thorough introduction to the complex world
of research methods in i o psychology for both master s and ph d students as well as
researchers academics and practitioners

Consumer-patient Radiation Safety and Health Act of
1979
1980

describes the history of the bryson families of north carolina tennessee and texas starting with
scotch irish immigration to the us in the 1700s through to davis and gladys bryson in the 20th
century includes extensive photos of original documents illustrations of life during each
generation discussions of what life was like for each family and coverage of many different
branches of the family the author writes of the old photographs letters clippings and historic
information that he and two of his cousins collected i realized that many of these items resided
with a single individual and might soon be gone the idea of a way to make this information
available to a wider range of friends and relatives started to form thus i felt inspired to write this
book it was surprising to me to see the large number of our ancestors who in every sense of the
word were true pioneers and moved to the very edge of a new frontier hence the title of this
book the bryson ancestors on the edge of new frontiers

In Freud's Shadow
2013-04-15

all human beings have spontaneous needs for happiness self understanding and love in feeling
good the science of well being psychiatrist robert cloninger describes a way to coherent living
that satisfies these strong basic needs through growth in the uniquely human gift of self
awareness the scientific findings that led dr cloninger to expand his own views in a stepwise
manner during 30 years of research and clinical experience are clearly presented so that
readers can consider the validity of his viewpoint for themselves the principles of well being are
based on a non reductive scientific paradigm that integrates findings from all the biomedical and
psychosocial sciences reliable methods are described for measuring human thought and social
relationships at each step along the path of self aware consciousness practical mental exercises
for stimulating the growth of self awareness are also provided the methods are supported by
data from brain imaging genetics of personality and longitudinal biopsychosocial studies feeling
good the science of well being will be of value to anyone involved in the sciences of the mind or
the treatment of mental disorders it will also interest theologians philosophers social scientists
and lay readers because it provides contemporary scientific concepts and language for
addressing the perennial human questions about being knowledge and conduct

Notable Black American Women
1992

the 18th century was a wealth of knowledge exploration and rapidly growing technology and
expanding record keeping made possible by advances in the printing press in its determination
to preserve the century of revolution gale initiated a revolution of its own digitization of epic
proportions to preserve these invaluable works in the largest archive of its kind now for the first
time these high quality digital copies of original 18th century manuscripts are available in print



making them highly accessible to libraries undergraduate students and independent scholars
medical theory and practice of the 1700s developed rapidly as is evidenced by the extensive
collection which includes descriptions of diseases their conditions and treatments books on
science and technology agriculture military technology natural philosophy even cookbooks are
all contained here the below data was compiled from various identification fields in the
bibliographic record of this title this data is provided as an additional tool in helping to insure
edition identification countway library of medicine n010644 printers names from colophon
edinburgh printed by macfarquhar and elliot for charles elliot edinburgh and g g j j robinson
london 1787 424p 8

Effectiveness Beliefs of WAPA-member Planners
Practicing in Wisconsin
2005

alexander the great is a towering figure in world history but despite our long held fascination
with him his burial site is unknown alexander s tomb is the epic tale of the ongoing quest to
unlock one of the world s great mysteries

Alexander's Modern Acting Drama
1835

Abe Koogler Selected Plays
2024-03-21

Research Methods for Industrial and Organizational
Psychology
2024-04-04

The Secret Chain
1994-12-15

The Bryson Ancestors on the Edge of New Frontiers
2011-05-01

Feeling Good
2004-05-06

History of Columbia and Montour Counties, Pennsylvania
1887
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